
PVCu 
Patio Doors



Security
All our patio doors are fitted with 
multi-point locks and anti-lift systems. 
Shoot bolt locking options are 
available on most doors to allow the 
door to lock at a slightly open position 
to provide ventilation.

The standard specification multi-point 
lock has six bi-directional hooks with 
a dead bolt. All patios are fitted with 
Yale anti-pick and anti-drill cylinders. 
An upgrade to our Magnum cylinder 
also features anti-bump and anti-snap 
technology for ultimate security.

Reliable Yale locks
Our Yale locks and keeps have been 
independently tested for 100,000 
operating cycles. The exclusive 
Deltaseal coating gives 1000 hours of 
salt spray protection, four times longer 
than most other patio door locks.

“Secured by Design”
For extra reassurance, you can 
order your doors manufactured to 
comply with this exacting Police 
Preferred Specification. Our premium 
range of Elegance patio doors have 
undergone extensive testing to meet 
SBD standards, exceeding the 
requirements of the British Board 
of Agrément certification for 
enhanced security.

Ultra low maintenance
PVCu frames will not rot and never 
need sanding and painting like timber. 
Even the hardware we fit is virtually 
maintenance free. 

Durable and easy to use
Thanks to superior manufacturing 
and installation techniques, our patio 
doors always glide open effortlessly. 
The base track and rollers are made 
of stainless steel which means they 
will not corrode and will continue to 
operate perfectly for many years. 

Design options
Every door is made to measure and 
will fit openings up to a maximum of 
2.4 metres high and 5.9 metres wide. 
They are available in 2, 3 or 4 panels, 
and can be opened from either the left 
or right hand side. On 4 panel doors 
only, doors open from the centre 
out to the left and right. Sliding door 
panels can be specified to slide on 
internal or external tracks.

More light, less maintenance...

Patio doors open up any room 
allowing natural light to flood in. 
They take up very little floor area, and 
don't intrude into your room or garden. 
The opening doors slide behind the 
fixed glass panels, which allows more 
flexibility for furniture and creates 
more space than other styles of door. 

Our stylish PVCu patio doors have 
the latest security hardware and are 
virtually maintenance free. 

Our doors are available in white as 
standard but can be painted almost 
any colour, plus we offer a number 
of both modern and traditional 
woodgrain effect foil finishes.



Weather-proof and energy efficient
Our patio doors are fitted with the 
latest weatherseals and draught 
excluders. We can also offer patio 
doors which meet the rigorous PAS 
23 and 24 test standards. They are 
compatible with the full range of 
energy efficient glass currently 
available and we will be happy to 
advise you on achieving the best 
possible thermal efficiency.

Exclusive handle design
The handle is critical on any door,
so we created our own
contemporary design, in a range of
finishes. Where requested, white, gold 
and chrome handles
can have a RESISTA coating
with a 10 year warranty on the finish.

Colours and finishes
Bright white frames look good in most
properties but you can also choose
from a range of natural looking
woodgrain options. We also offer a
range of RAL colours to special order.
The colours we show here are
representative only.

Low threshold options
Where you need a lower threshold
for aesthetics or easier access, the
standard PVCu outerframe is replaced 
by one of two aluminium low threshold 
options. We offer an external 
weathered threshold at 32mm high,
which can be made suitable for 
wheelchair access, or a 9mm low 
threshold that should only be fitted 
as an internal room divider inside a 
property, as it is not weathered. 

Stylish, energy efficient patio doors



Sliding Patio Doors

Security
All our patio doors are fitted with bespoke locks and cylinders 
manufactured by Yale, the market leader in security locks. 

Energy efficiency
We will help you choose the most energy efficient glazing for your 
patio doors.

Ultra low maintenance
Our patio doors will stay looking good and operating effortlessly for 
many years with almost no maintenance. 

Rigorous quality control
All doors are carefully checked at every stage of manufacture. That is 
why we are confident in supplying you with a service backed 10 year 
manufacturer's warranty. 

Please contact us for a free, no 
obligation quotation or to discuss your 
specific project requirements.

Features & benefits checklist 

 3  10 Year Guarantee

 3  Secured by Design option

 3  Independently quality tested

 3  Top and bottom shootbolts

 3  Efficient weather proofing

 3  Exclusive Deltaseal organic lock coating 

 3  Low threshold options

 3  Yale lock & keeps

 3  Wide choice of colours 

 3  Elegant high-quality handles

 3  Choice of frame style

Configuration options
There are many configurations, the most popular of which are shown 
here. Please ask for details on further options. Arrows show the 
direction of travel of opening door panels.

X = Sliding panel  O = Fixed panel

Style XO Style OX

Style XOX Style OXO

Style OXXO


